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Wedding calligraphy services available. Order envelope guest addressing to full calligraphy invitation design.  Dallas calligrapher and nationwide
calligrapher is able to provide custom and professional stationery for life’s celebrations. Experienced in traditional and modern calligraphy, Nicole is
able to create unique and one of a kind wedding collections to reflect the celebration. You can now find a small collection of ready-made invitations

in her on-line shop. Designed to be turn-key: everything included except the postage and mailing for you, this collection even includes hand
calligraphy guest addressing.

Wedding invitations are typically mailed 6-8 weeks before the wedding. Please reserve time for your calligraphy project in advance. 100 envelopes
takes approximately 5 days, depending on my schedule, plus mailing time. 100 place cards take 2-3 days. To ensure availability, please book in

advance. I pride myself on a quick turnaround time. Depending on current workload, rush orders may be accommodated. Please don’t hesitate to
ask.  A rush order service fee may apply.

Pricing listed is per piece. Please visit our contact page to reach out or read up on the most asked questions.
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Envelope Addressing  |  Starting at $4.75  Seating Cards  |  Starting at $2.25  Table Number  |  $10.00

Invitation Design  |  starting at $400  Invitation Components  |  starting at $175  Calligraphy Invitation Names  |  $125
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Ready-made Invitations  |  Visit Shop  Save The Date  |  starting at $125  Menu  |  starting at $100

Program  |  starting at $150
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